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Abstract Paxlovid is a nirmatrelvir (NMV) and ritonavir (RTV) co-packaged medication used for the

treatment of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). The active component of Paxlovid is NMVand RTV

is a pharmacokinetic booster. Our work aimed to investigate the drug/herbedrug interactions associated

with Paxlovid and provide mechanism-based guidance for the clinical use of Paxlovid. By using recom-

binant human cytochrome P450s (CYPs), we confirmed that CYP3A4 and 3A5 are the major enzymes

responsible for NMV metabolism. The role of CYP3A in Paxlovid metabolism were further verified in

Cyp3a-null mice, which showed that the deficiency of CYP3A significantly suppressed the metabolism

of NMVand RTV. Pregnane X receptor (PXR) is a ligand-dependent transcription factor that upregulates

CYP3A4/5 expression. We next explored the impact of drug- and herb-mediated PXR activation on Pax-

lovid metabolism in a transgenic mouse model expressing human PXR and CYP3A4/5. We found that

PXR activation increased CYP3A4/5 expression, accelerated NMV metabolism, and reduced the systemic

exposure of NMV. In summary, our work demonstrated that PXR activation can cause drug interactions

with Paxlovid, suggesting that PXR-activating drugs and herbs should be used cautiously in COVID-19

patients receiving Paxlovid.
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1. Introduction
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is caused by severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), a highly
transmissible and pathogenic virus that significantly threatens
public health1. Since the outbreak of COVID-19 in 2019,
w757,000,000 confirmed cases including w6,947,000 deaths
have been reported to World Health Organization as of June
20232. In 2022, Paxlovid was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration for COVID-19 treatment. Adults and children who
tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 and diagnosed with mild-to-
moderate COVID-19 were recommended to take Paxlovid3. Pax-
lovid significantly decreased the risk of progression to severe
COVID-194. In addition, Paxlovid remarkably reduced the hos-
pitalization rate and the risk of death from COVID-195,6.

Paxlovid is a medication co-packaged with nirmatrelvir (NMV)
and ritonavir (RTV). NMV is the active component in Paxlovid,
which strongly inhibits SARS-CoV-2 main protease and suppresses
virus replication7. NMV cannot be used alone because it is rapidly
metabolized by cytochrome P450 3A4 (CYP3A4), leading to the
loss of efficacy8. RTV is a CYP3A4 inhibitor9, which slows down
NMV metabolism and therefore boosts the efficacy of NMV.
However, RTV itself is also a CYP3A4 substrate10, and CYP3A4
inducers accelerates RTV metabolism11. Many clinically used drugs
are CYP3A4 inducers12, such as rifampicin (RIF)13, a first-line drug
for the treatment of tuberculosis. In addition, some herbal supple-
ments can also upregulate CYP3A4 expression14,15. As reported in
the Paxlovid fact sheet, CYP3A4 inducer carbamazepine caused
w50% reduction for NMV exposure, whereas CYP3A4 inhibitor
itraconazole increased NMV exposure in healthy subjects16. These
data raised concerns for the potential drug/herbedrug interactions
with Paxlovid through CYP3A417.

Pregnane X receptor (PXR) is a key regulator of CYP3A413.
Many drugs, including RIF, upregulates CYP3A4 expression
through a PXR-dependent pathway18. In addition, PXR activators
have been identified in CYP3A4-inducing herbs, such as hyper-
forin from St. John’s wort and rhynchophylline (RCP) from Cat’s
claw19,20. Based upon these data, we hypothesized that ligand-
dependent activation of PXR causes drug/herbedrug interactions
with Paxlovid through CYP3A4 induction. To test this hypothesis,
we used RIF and RCP as PXR activators together with
PXR-humanized (hPXR) mouse models. The results from our
work can be used to guide the clinical use of Paxlovid by targeting
PXR.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemical and reagents

NMV was purchased from AmBeed, Inc. (Arlington Heights, IL,
USA). RTV and RCP were purchased from SigmaeAldrich (St.
Louis, MO, USA). RIF were purchased from TCI America, Inc.
(Portland, OR, USA). Reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
phosphate (NADPH) was purchased from Cayman Chemical
Company (Ann Arbor, MI, USA). The recombinant human CYPs
and human liver microsomes (HLM) were purchased from Sekisui
XenoTech, LLC (Kansas City, KS, USA).

2.2. Animals

To determine the role of CYP3A in the metabolism and pharma-
cokinetics (PK) of NMV and RTV, we used a hPXR mouse model
deficient in Cyp3a (hPXR/Cyp3a-null). In addition, we used a
hPXR mouse model transgenic with human CYP3A4/5/7 (hPXR/
CYP3A) and a Pxr-null mouse model transgenic with human
CYP3A4/5/7 (Pxr-null/CYP3A). These mouse models have been
described in previous reports11,21,22. Briefly, hPXR/Cyp3a-null
mice express human PXR gene but lack mouse Pxr and Cyp3a
genes. The hPXR/CYP3A mice express human PXR and
CYP3A4/5/7 genes but lack mouse Pxr and Cyp3a genes. The
Pxr-null/CYP3A mice express human CYP3A4/5/7 genes but lack
human PXR and mouse Pxr genes. The current work used mice
among 6e8 weeks old. This selection is based upon the follow-
ings: (1) CYP3As have ontogenic expression patterns showing
significant difference between adults and children23e25; (2) Pax-
lovid is authorized for use in adolescents and teenagers ages 12
and up16; and our selection of mouse age mimicked the use of
Paxlovid in humans as the average age entering puberty is w42
days (6 weeks) for mice and 11.5 years for humans26. To save
resources, we only used male mice because PXR can be activated
regardless of gender27e29. All studies using mice were conducted
following the animal protocols approved by the University of
Pittsburgh Animal Care and Use Committee.

2.3. Metabolism of NMV in HLM

Incubations were carried out in 1 � PBS (pH 7.4), containing
0.1 mg HLM, 20 mmol/L NMV, with or without 1 mmol/L
NADPH in a final volume of 100 mL. The reactions were allowed
to continue at 37 �C for 1 h. Afterward, the reactions were
terminated by adding 100 mL of methanol/acetonitrile (1:1, v/v) to
precipitate proteins. The NMV metabolites were analyzed by the
ultra-high performance liquid chromatography coupled with
quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry (UPLCeQ-TOF-
MS, Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA).

2.4. UPLCeQ-TOF-MS analysis

Drug metabolites were separated by an Acquity UPLC BEH C18
column (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA). The column
temperature was set at 50 �C. The mobile phases included 0.1%
formic acid in water (A) and 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile (B).
The elution gradient was set as follows: 0.0e1.0 min, 2% B;
1.0e8 min, 2%e95% B; 8e12.5 min, 95% B; 12.5e13 min,
95%e2% B; 13e15 min, 2% B. The flow rate was set at 0.5 mL/
min. The Q-TOF-MS system was operated in both positive and
negative mode with electrospray ionization. Collision energy
ramping from 10 to 30 eV was used for structural elucidation of
drug metabolites. Q-TOF-MS was calibrated with sodium formate
and monitored by the intermittent injection of leucine enkephalin
as lock mass in real time. For the quantification of NMVand RTV,
the calibration range was 1e1000 ng/mL, and the accuracy was
within the range of �15% from the intra- and inter-day tests.

2.5. Metabolomic profiling of NMV metabolites

The data from UPLCeQ-TOF-MS analysis were acquired by
MassLynx 4.1 and then transformed to Markerlynx XS (Waters
Corporation, Milford, MA, USA). Next, the data matrix was
exported into SIMCA-P (Version 13, Umetrics, Kinnelon, NJ,
USA) for orthogonal partial least-squares discriminant analysis
(OPLS-DA). S-plot and trend-plot were generated and used for
screening of NMV metabolites. The structures of NMV
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metabolites were predicted based on accurate mass measurement
and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) fragmentation.

2.6. Metabolism of NMV by recombinant CYPs

Recombinant CYPs were used to determine the role of individual
CYP in NMV metabolism. In brief, incubations were performed in
1 � PBS, containing 20 mmol/L NMV, 10 pmol of each CYP
(control, CYP1A2, 2A6, 2B6, 2C8, 2C9, 2C19, 2D6, 2E1, 3A4,
and 3A5), and 1 mmol/L NADPH in a final volume of 100 mL.
After incubating at 37 �C for 1 h, reactions were terminated by
adding 100 mL of methanol/acetonitrile (1:1, v/v). NMV metab-
olites were extracted and analyzed by UPLCeQ-TOF-MS.

2.7. Metabolism of NMV in liver S9 from mice pretreated with
PXR activators

hPXR/CYP3A and Pxr-null/CYP3A mice were pretreated with
RIF (50 mg/kg RIF in diet) for 7 days or RCP (60 mg/kg, po, bid)
for 4 days. Liver S9 was prepared and used to determine the
impact of PXR activation on NMV metabolism. Briefly, the in-
cubation was conducted in 1 � PBS, containing 20 mmol/L NMV,
1 mg/mL liver S9, and 1 mmol/L NADPH in a final volume of
100 mL. After 1 h incubation at 37 �C, NMV metabolites were
analyzed by UPLCeQ-TOF-MS.

2.8. PK of Paxlovid

To determine the impact of CYP3A deficiency on the PK of
Paxlovid, hPXR/Cyp3a-null and hPXR/CYP3A mice were treated
orally with the mixture of RTV (20 mg/kg) and NMV (60 mg/kg).
To determine the impact of PXR activation on the PK of Paxlovid,
hPXR/CYP3A mice were pretreated with control, RIF (50 mg/kg
RIF in diet, 7 days) or RCP (60 mg/kg, po, bid, 4 days), followed
by the treatment with the mixture of RTV (20 mg/kg) and NMV
(60 mg/kg). RIF is an anti-tuberculosis drug and the dose of RIF
is < 10 mg/kg for adults30. The converted dose of RIF from
humans to mice is < 120 mg/kg. In the current work, RIF was
mixed in diet (50 mg RIF in 1 kg diet), which resulted in a dose of
RIF at 10e20 mg/kg in mice. This approach has been verified for
PXR activation in our previous reports11,31. As for RCP, it is a
major and active component in herbs Cat’s claw and Gou Teng19.
Because of the lack of guidance and regulations for the clinical
use of herbal medicines or supplements, their doses vary a lot
among populations. We used RCP at 60 mg/kg for mouse studies,
which equalsw5 mg/kg in humans. Blood was collected from 0 to
8 h after Paxlovid treatment. Serum was prepared and used for
analysis of NMVand RTV by UPLCeQ-TOF-MS. PK parameters
of RTV and NMV were calculated by Phoenix WinNonlin using
noncompartmental analysis (Certara, Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

2.9. Expression of CYP3A

A real-time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and Western
blotting were conducted to analyze CYP3A expression. Briefly,
RNA was extracted from liver tissues using TRIzol reagent
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Next, RNA was reverse tran-
scribed into cDNA using M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Invi-
trogen, Waltham, MA, USA). qPCR was performed using SYBR
Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA,
USA). The primers used for CYP3A4 and CYP3A5 mRNA anal-
ysis are listed in Supporting Information Table S1. For Western
blotting, the total proteins in liver homogenates were used to
determine CYP3A protein expression. In brief, liver proteins were
separated through SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis fol-
lowed by protein transfer to PVDF membranes. Proteins were then
probed using primary antibodies against CYP3A (Fitzgerald,
Acton, MA, USA) and detected by a chemiluminescence method.
Cyclophilin and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH ) were used as an internal control for qPCR and Western
blotting, respectively.

2.10. Data analysis

Data are presented as mean � standard deviation (SD). Student’s
t-test was performed using GraphPad Prism to determine the
differences between two groups. P < 0.05 was accepted as sta-
tistical significance.

3. Results

3.1. Identification of NMV metabolites

A metabolomic approach was used to identify NMV metabolites
in the incubation with HLM. Three incubation groups of NMV
were well-separated into the corresponding clusters by OPLS-DA
analysis (Fig. 1A). NMV metabolites (M1eM7) ranked high in
the S-plot (Fig. 1B), and they were only detected in the incubation
group with NMV, HLM, and NADPH (Fig. 1C). By analyzing the
exact mass, MS/MS fragmentation, and retention time8, M1eM4
were determined as mono-hydroxylation products of NMV
(Fig. 1D and E, Supporting Information Table S2 and Fig. S1). M5
has a protonated molecular ion [MþH] at m/z Z 498.2324 indi-
cating that M5 is a dehydrogenated metabolite of NMV (Sup-
porting Information Table S2, Fig. S2A and S2B). NMV
metabolites M1eM5 are consistent with a previous report8.

M6 and M7 are newly identified NMV metabolites. M6 was
eluted at 4.37 min and has a deprotonated molecular ion [MeH] at
m/z Z 530.2239, suggesting an addition of two oxygen atoms to
NMV (Table S2, Fig. S2C and S2D). The fragmental ions at m/z
Z 378 and 224 suggest oxidations at the pyrrolidone and t-butyl
moiety of M6, respectively (Fig. S2D). M7 has a deprotonated
molecular ion [MeH] at m/z Z 512.2117, indicating a loss of two
protons and an addition of oxygen atom (Table S2, and Fig. S2E
and S2F). The fragmental ion at m/z Z 362 suggests the intact of
whole t-butyl moiety and the oxidation at the pyrrolidone moiety
(Fig. S2F). Overall, our study identified 7 NMV metabolites in the
incubation with HLM.

3.2. Roles of CYPs in NMV metabolism

Recombinant human CYPs including 1A2, 2A6, 2B6, 2C8, 2C9,
2C19, 2D6, 2E1, 3A4, and 3A5 were used to determine which
specific CYP contributes to NMV metabolism. CYP3A4 was
determined as the key enzyme in NMV metabolism, which
contributed the most to all the 7 metabolic pathways of NMV
(Fig. 2AeD, Supporting Information Fig. S3). Notably, CYP3A5
was also involved in the 7 metabolic pathways of NMV, especially
for the production of M4 and M5 (Fig. 2AeD and Fig. S3). In
addition, CYP2C8 could also catalyze NMV to produce a small



Figure 1 Metabolomic profiling of NMV metabolism in human liver microsomes (HLM). (A) A score plot showing the differentiation of the

three incubation groups of NMV with or without NADPH. (B) A loading S-plot highlighting ions that were NMV metabolites. (C) A trend plot

showing that M4 was only produced in the incubation group with NMV, HLM, and NADPH. The Y axis is the relative abundance of M4, quantified

in peak areas. (D) The chromatogram of M4. The Y axis is the percentage of M4 when normalized to the maximum response in the window. (E)

The MS/MS spectrum and chemical structure of M4. The X axis is mass to charge ratio (m/z) and the Y axis is the percentage of MS fragments

when normalized to the maximum response in the window.

Figure 2 Roles of CYPs in NMV metabolism. (AeD) The formation of NMV metabolites M1 (A), M2 (B), M3 (C), and M4 (D) in the

incubation with recombinant CYPs. NMV metabolites were detected by UPLCeQ-TOF-MS. The data in CYP3A4 group are set as 100% and

expressed as mean � SD (n Z 3); ****P < 0.0001 vs. control. (E) A metabolic map of NMV.

PXR-mediated drug interactions with Paxlovid 4505
amount ofM1 (Fig. 2A).OtherCYPs includingCYP1A2, 2A6, 2B6,
2C9, 2C19, 2D6, and 2E1 did not contribute to NMV metabolism
(Fig. 2AeD and Fig. S3). Overall, CYP3A4 and 3A5 are the pre-
dominant enzymes responsible for NMV metabolism (Fig. 2E).
3.3. Impact of CYP3A deficiency on the PK of Paxlovid

To further validate the role of CYP3A in Paxlovid metabolism, PK
studies of Paxlovid were conducted using hPXR/CYP3A and
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hPXR/Cyp3a-null mice. As expected, the metabolism of both
RTV and NMV was significantly suppressed in hPXR/Cyp3a-null
mice (Fig. 3). The serum concentrationetime curve of RTV was
remarkably higher in hPXR/Cyp3a-null mice than that in hPXR/
CYP3A mice (Fig. 3A). Additionally, the area under the curve
(AUC) and the maximum concentrations (Cmax) of RTV in serum
were increased by 12.2- and 18.8-fold, respectively, in hPXR/
Cyp3a-null mice when compared to hPXR/CYP3A mice (Fig. 3B
and C). Similar to RTV, the AUC and Cmax of NMV in serum were
also significantly increased in hPXR/Cyp3a-null mice when
compared to hPXR/CYP3A mice (Fig. 3DeF). These data
confirmed that CYP3A is essential for Paxlovid metabolism.

3.4. PXR activation accelerates NMV metabolism

In the liver of hPXR/CYP3A mice pretreated with RIF, a well-
known human PXR activator13,32, the mRNA expression levels of
CYP3A4 and 3A5 were significantly increased (Fig. 4A and B).
High levels of CYP3A protein were also observed in the liver of
hPXR/CYP3A mice pretreated with RIF (Fig. 4C). Consistent
with the RIF-mediated upregulation of CYP3A, the production of
NMV metabolites was remarkably increased in the incubation
with the liver S9 fraction of hPXR/CYP3A mice pretreated with
RIF (Fig. 4DeG and Supporting Information Fig. S4). Similar
results were noted from the studies of RCP, a PXR activator
identified from herbs Cat’s claw and Gou Teng19, as the mRNA
expression of CYP3A4 and 3A5 was significantly upregulated by
RCP in the liver of hPXR/CYP3A mice (Fig. 5A and B).
Figure 3 Impact of CYP3A deficiency on the pharmacokinetics (PK) o

treated orally with NMV and RTV. Blood samples were collected from 0

Impact of CYP3A deficiency on the concentrationetime curve of RTV (A)

under the curve (AUC) of RTV (B) and NMV (E) in serum. (C, F) The max

are expressed as mean � SD. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, an
Treatment with RCP also increased the protein level of CYP3A in
the liver of hPXR/CYP3A mice, but not in Pxr-null/CYP3A mice
(Fig. 5C), indicating that RCP-mediated CYP3A upregulation is
PXR-dependent. In addition, the production of NMV metabolites
was significantly increased in the incubation with the liver S9
fraction of hPXR/CYP3A mice pretreated with RCP (Fig. 5DeG
and Supporting Information Fig. S5). These data demonstrated
that ligand-dependent activation of PXR induces CYP3A4 and
3A5 expression and accelerates NMV metabolism.

3.5. Effects of PXR activators on the PK of Paxlovid

Next, we investigated the effects of PXR activators on the PK of
Paxlovid using hPXR/CYP3A mice. In these mice pretreated
with RIF, the serum concentrationetime curve of NMV was
remarkably lower than the control group (Fig. 6A). Addition-
ally, the AUC and Cmax of NMV in the serum of hPXR/CYP3A
mice pretreated with RIF decreased by 82.3% and 59.9%,
respectively, when compared to the control group (Fig. 6B and
C). Similar results were observed in hPXR/CYP3A mice pre-
treated with RCP, as the AUC and Cmax of NMV in serum
were also significantly decreased when compared to the control
group (Fig. 6DeF). As for RTV, its AUC and Cmax were also
decreased in hPXR/CYP3A mice pretreated with RIF or RCP
(Supporting Information Fig. S6). These data indicate that lead-
in treatment with PXR activators accelerates CYP3A-mediated
Paxlovid metabolism, resulting in low levels of NMV in
serum (Fig. 6G).
f Paxlovid (NMV/r). hPXR/CYP3A and hPXR/Cyp3a-null mice were

to 8 h after NMV/r treatment (n Z 3 or 4 at each time point). (A, D)

and NMV (D) in serum. Data are expressed as mean. (B, E) The area

imum concentrations (Cmax) of RTV (C) and NMV (F) in serum. Data

d ****P < 0.0001 vs. hPXR/CYP3A group.



Figure 4 RIF-mediated PXR activation induces CYP3A4/5 expression and accelerates NMV metabolism. hPXR/CYP3A mice were treated

with RIF for 1 week. (A, B) The mRNA expression of CYP3A4 (A) and 3A5 (B) in the liver of hPXR/CYP3A mice after RIF treatment. (C) The

protein expression of CYP3A in the liver of hPXR/CYP3A mice after RIF treatment. (DeG) Pretreatment with RIF increased the production of

NMV metabolites M1 (D), M2 (E), M3 (F), and M4 (G). NMV was incubated in the liver S9 of hPXR/CYP3A mice pretreated with RIF. NMV

metabolites were detected by UPLCeQ-TOF-MS. Data are expressed as mean � SD (nZ 3); **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001 vs.

control.

Figure 5 RCP-mediated PXR activation induces CYP3A4/5 expression and accelerates NMV metabolism. hPXR/CYP3A and Pxr-null/CYP3A

mice were treated with RCP for 4 days. (A, B) The mRNA expression of CYP3A4 (A) and 3A5 (B) in the liver of hPXR/CYP3A mice after RCP

treatment. (C) The protein expression of CYP3A in the liver of hPXR/CYP3A and Pxr-null/CYP3A mice after RCP treatment. (DeG) Pre-

treatment with RCP increased the production of NMV metabolites M1 (D), M2 (E), M3 (F), and M4 (G). NMV was incubated in the liver S9 of

hPXR/CYP3A mice pretreated with RCP. NMV metabolites were detected by UPLCeQ-TOF-MS. Data are expressed as mean � SD (n Z 3);

*P < 0.05 vs. control.

PXR-mediated drug interactions with Paxlovid 4507



Figure 6 Effects of PXR activators on the PK of NMV in hPXR/CYP3A mice receiving Paxlovid (NMV/r). hPXR/CYP3A mice were pre-

treated with PXR activators RIF or RCP followed by NMV/r. Blood samples were collected from 0 to 8 h after NMV/r treatment (n Z 3 or 4 at

each time point). (A, D) Effects of RIF (A) and RCP (D) on the concentrationetime curve of NMV. Data are expressed as mean. (B, E) Effects of

RIF (B) and RCP (E) on the AUC of NMV in serum. (C, F) Effects of RIF (C) and RCP (F) on the Cmax of NMV in serum. Data are expressed as

mean � SD; **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001 vs. control group. (G) A diagram showing the role of PXR and CYP3A in drug- and herb-interactions

with Paxlovid. Drug- or herb-mediated PXR activation upregulates CYP3A4 and 3A5 expression, which in turn accelerates NMV metabolism and

reduces the systemic exposure of NMV. PXR RE, PXR response element. The diagram was created with BioRender.
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4. Discussion

Potential drugedrug interactions have been forecasted for
COVID-19 patients receiving Paxlovid, especially for the patients
with polypharmacy9,33e35. To address this concern, researchers
have applied physiologically-based PK modeling to predict
drugePaxlovid interactions36. However, all these potential in-
teractions have not been verified in bench-based research. In
the current work, we conducted a series of studies by profiling
NMV metabolic pathways and investigating the effects of PXR-
mediated CYP3A induction on NMV metabolism and PK.
We demonstrated that PXR is a key modulator for drug/
herbePaxlovid interactions.

PXR is a xenobiotic sensor that can be activated by many
commonly used drugs37. According to a report from the National
Institutes of Health Chemical Genomics Center Pharmaceutical
Collection, about 200 clinically used drugs can activate PXR and
106 of them have an EC50 < 10 mmol/L for PXR activation18.
Activation of PXR upregulates the expression of drug metabo-
lizing enzymes, such as CYP3A4, and in turn increases the
metabolism and elimination of xenobiotics38. Our previous work
revealed that RIF-mediated PXR activation increased the
metabolism of RTV11. In the current work, we found that RIF-
mediated PXR activation accelerated the metabolism of NMV
and decreased its systemic exposure. These results suggest that
lead-in or cotreatment with drugs as PXR activators can cause
drugePaxlovid interactions, and potentially decrease its efficacy
against SARS-CoV-2.

In addition to clinically used drugs, many herbal supplements
can activate PXR, such as St. John’s wort, Cat’s claw, and Gly-
cyrrhiza glabra19,20,39. Because of the popularity of herbal
supplements in daily life40, COVID-19 patients may encounter
with PXR-activating herbs during Paxlovid therapy. Indeed, some
herbal supplements have been used or considered for the treatment
of COVID-1941. Studies have shown the beneficial effects of
Glycyrrhiza glabra in attenuating the symptoms of COVID-
1942,43. Cat’s claw also showed its potential for the treatment of
COVID-19 because it has anti-SARS-CoV-2 activity44,45. How-
ever, there is no mechanism-based guidance for the co-treatment
of herbal supplements with Paxlovid. By using RCP, an extract
from Cat’s claw that activates PXR19, we showed that RCP-
mediated PXR activation induced CYP3A expression and
increased NMV metabolism and elimination. Our data sound the
alarm for the risk of herbePaxlovid interactions through PXR.

In clinical studies, co-administration of carbamazepine, a
CYP3A inducer, resulted in w50% decrease in AUC and Cmax of
NMV16. However, no data are currently available regarding the
interaction of RIF and NMV. Our work showed that pretreatment
with RIF led to w80% decrease in AUC and 60% decrease in
Cmax of NMV in hPXR/CYP3A mice receiving Paxlovid. Our data
are consistent with the carbamazepine data because RIF is a much
stronger CYP3A inducer when compared to carbamazepine46e48.
Clinical studies of Paxlovid also showed that Itraconazole,
a CYP3A inhibitor, increased the systemic exposure of NMV16.
Our current work did not use CYP3A inhibitors but used Cyp3a-
null mice. We found that genetic deficiency of CYP3A dramati-
cally suppressed NMV metabolism. The results from these two
independent studies are consistent because: (1) the dose of Itra-
conazole in the clinical studies is low and its concentration is
dynamically decreasing after treatment, leading to a low level of
inhibition on CYP3A; and (2) CYP3As are fully knocked out in
the Cyp3a-null mice and all CYP3A-mediated metabolic
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pathways are shut down. These data are also supported by our
enzymatic results showing that all the metabolic pathways of
NMV are CYP3A-dependent (Fig. 2).

PXR activation has also been determined as a risk factor for the
drug-induced liver injury caused by RTV-containing regimens11.
In multiple clinical trials, liver damage was observed in 100% of
subjects who were pretreated with RIF or efavirenz followed an
RTV-containing regimen, such as atazanavir plus RTV, lopinavir
plus RTV, and saquinavir plus RTV49e52. Both RIF and efavirenz
are potent human PXR activators53e55. In a follow-up study using
genetically engineered PXR mouse models, PXR was determined
as a key mediator in the above-mentioned adverse drug in-
teractions, and CYP3A-mediated RTV bioactivation was proposed
as the cause of toxicity11. Paxlovid is also an RTV-containing
regimen. Therefore, we suggest that liver functions should be
monitored in COVID-19 patients who are under Paxlovid treat-
ment and have a recent medication history with PXR-activating
drugs or herbs.

5. Conclusions

The current work started with the metabolic profiling of NMV, the
active component in Paxlovid. We identified 7 NMV metabolites
and determined CYP3A4 and 3A5 as the key enzymes responsible
for NMV metabolism. The role of CYP3A in Paxlovid metabolism
was further verified using Cyp3a-null mice, which showed that the
deficiency of CYP3A suppressed the metabolism and elimination
of NMV and RTV. Using the transgenic mouse models expressing
human PXR and CYP3A, our studies revealed that RIF- and RCP-
mediated PXR activation induced CYP3A expression and accel-
erated NMV metabolism, leading to the low systemic exposure of
NMV. These data suggest that PXR activators can cause drug
interactions with Paxlovid, and potentially decrease its efficacy for
COVID-19 therapy.
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